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Abstract

Domain theory, in theoretical computer science, needs to be able to handle function spaces easily.
It also requires asymmetric spaces, and these are necessarily notT1. At the same time, techniques
used with the higher separation axioms are useful there (see [Topology Appl. 199 (2002) 241]). In
order to handle all these requirements, we develop a theory of k-bispaces using bitopological spaces,
which results in a Cartesian closed category. The other well-known way to combine asymmetry
and separation is ordered topological spaces [Nachbin, Topology and Order, Van Nostrand, 1965];
we define the category of ordered k-spaces, which is isomorphic to that found among bitopological
spaces.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The theory of Hausdorff k-spaces, also called compactly generated spaces, has become
a standard part of the topological landscape and typically finds its way into topology
texts. The theory arose in the context of algebraic topology, where one desired an
extensive Cartesian closed category of topological spaces, so that one could, for example,
conveniently treat homotopies in function spaces as the topological notion of pathwise
connectedness. In recent years a rather substantial theory of bitopological spaces and
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ordered spaces has arisen, and it is the purpose of this paper to consider the notion of
a k-space in these contexts.

A bitopological space(X, τ, τ ∗), is pseudo-Hausdorff( pH ) if wheneverx /∈ clτ (y)

then there are disjointT ∈ τ , U ∈ τ ∗ such thatx ∈ T andy ∈ U . It follows that if (X, τ, τ ∗)
is pH and the specialization orders ofτ andτ ∗ are partial orders and inverse to each other,
then the joinτ ∨ τ ∗ is Hausdorff, andτ andτ ∗ areT0-topologies. It isjoincompactif the
join τ ∨ τ ∗ is compact andT0, the space is pseudo-Hausdorff, and the specialization orders
of the topologies are inverse (order-dual) to each other.

A key example is the unit interval, with the upper and lower topologies,U = {(a,1] |
0 < a < 1} ∪ {∅, [0,1]} andL = {[0, a) | 0 < a < 1} ∪ {∅, [0,1]}. It is joincompact, since
U ∨ L is the usual topology on[0,1], and ifx /∈ clU (y) theny < x, and for anyz between
the two,T = (z,1], U = [0, z) are such disjoint open sets.

Joincompact spaces often appear; among them are those of the form(X, τ, τ ),
τ compact Hausdorff spaces, as well as:

(a) the upper and lower topologies of compactordered spaces [9], and special cases:
(b) Scott and lower topologiesof continuous lattices, [2,6],
(c) the prime spectra of commutative rings, [5,4],
(d) finiteT0 topological spaces, [7].

In the cases (c), (d) above, we only gave one topology, but given(X, τ), if there
is a second topology onX such that(X, τ, τ ∗) is joincompact, thenτ ∗ is uniquely
determined; it is the topology whose closed sets are generated by the compact saturated
sets ofτ (if there is such a topology,τ is called skew compact, or stably compact). The
uniquely determined topologyτ ∗ is also stably compact, and in turn determines the original
τ , thus giving a type of duality (see, for example, [6], or [3, Chapter VI.6]).

The joins,τ ∨ τ ∗ are often useful and well known; they include the Lawson topology
(for (b)) and the patch topology (for (c); see [5]).

The joincompact spaces are properly considered to be the “compact Hausdorff
bitopological spaces”. A very similar theoryholds, (e.g., these bitopological spaces are
regular and normal; they are a complete category), and the proofs are slight adjustments of
the corresponding proofs for compact Hausdorff spaces, which give the responsibilities of
compactness to the join and those of separation to the relationship between the topologies.

It is the goal of this paper to show thatjoincompact spaces can be used to define a
wider category of (bitopological) spaces that is Cartesian closed, like that of Hausdorff k-
spaces, and to which this logic of duality extends. This will allow us to define and handle
“k-bispaces”. The investigation is motivated in part by the fact that the types of spaces we
are considering arise frequently in domain theory, and there one wants Cartesian closed
categories to model the higher type theory thatarises in theoreticalcomputer science.

An alternate approach to asymmetric k-spaces is to use a topology and order definition.
We show that this can be done, and results in the same category, as holds for joincompact
vs compact ordered spaces, but not for bitopological vs ordered topological spaces.

We remark that in the setting of topological spaces, the notion of a compactly generated
or k-space has been extended to all topological spaces, not just the Hausdorff ones. In this
case the k-topology of a spaceX is generated by all continuous maps (probes) from all
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core compact spaces intoX. The resulting category of k-spaces is again Cartesian closed
[1] and agrees with the more classical notion when restricted to Hausdorff spaces.

1. K-bispaces

Most of our notation on bitopological spaces and many basic results we use can be
found in [6]. Throughout, letX denote the bitopological space,(X, τ, τ ∗) (or (X, τX, τ ∗

X)

if several spaces are under consideration). Thesymmetrizationis the topologyτS = τ ∨ τ ∗.
Notations without reference to another topology will refer toτ ; e.g.,cl denotes closure with
respect toτ . Other notations use decoration to indicate which topology they refer to:∗-open
means open inτ ∗, S -compact means compact inτS , the symmetrization.

Let �τ denote the specialization order of the topologyτ (x �τ y if and only if
x ∈ cl{y}), and let its reverse be denoted by�τ . Of course, each closed set is a�τ -
lower set, so their complements, the open sets, are�τ -upper sets; the�τ -upper sets are
calledsaturatedsets. Notice that for eachx ∈ X, cl(x) ∩ cl∗(x) is certainly the smallest
symmetrically closed set containingx, so�τS = �τ ∩ �τ∗ .

Basic properties. A bitopological spaceX is called:

– T0 if the symmetrization topologyτS is T0,
– weakly symmetric(ws) if �τ∗ ⊆ �τ ,
– pseudo-Hausdorff(pH) if x /∈ cl{y} implies there are disjointT ∈ τ , T ∗ ∈ τ ∗ such that

x ∈ T , y ∈ T ∗.

Also,X is T1 if T0 and ws, andT2 (Hausdorff) if T0 and pH.
Thedualof X is X ∗ = (X, τ ∗, τ ); X has a propertypairwiseif X ,X ∗ both have it. In

particular,f :X → Y is continuousif continuous from(X, τX) to (Y, τY ), so it ispairwise
continuousif continuous fromX → Y andX ∗ → Y∗, that is, if and only if it is continuous
from (X, τX) to (Y, τY ) and continuous from(X, τ ∗

X) to (Y, τ ∗
Y ). Notice that each pairwise

continuous function fromX to Y is continuous from(X, τS
X) to (Y, τS

Y ).

Discussion of weak separation axioms.By definition,X is pairwise ws if and only if
�τ = �τ∗ ; it is pairwiseT1 if and only if this holds, and�τS = �τ ∩ �τ is equality; that
is, if and only if�τ is a partial order. As a result, ifX is pairwiseT1 thenτS is T1.

In this paper we assume unless stated otherwise, that all our bitopological spaces are
pairwiseT1. This is equivalent to requiring thatτ andτ ∗ areT0-topologies and�τ =�τ∗ .

We leave to the reader the trivial proofs that ifX is pairwise Hausdorff thenτS is
Hausdorff, and that pH⇒ ws. If X is pH andX ∗ is ws, thenX ∗ is pH (if x /∈ cl∗{y} then
y /∈ cl{x}, so there are disjointT ∗ ∈ τ ∗, T ∈ τ such thatx ∈ T ∗, y ∈ T ). Thus in this case,
X is pairwise pH; the converse, that ifX is pairwise pH thenX is pH andX ∗ is ws results
from observations earlier in this paragraph.

Exactly as in the one-topology case, it is shown that a joincompact space is pairwise
regular, whereX is regular if wheneverx ∈ T ∈ τ , there is aU ∈ τ and aτ ∗-closedC
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such thatx ∈ U ⊆ C ⊆ T . But C, like eachτ ∗-closed set in a joincompact space isτS-
closed, thusτS-compact, soτ -compact. Clearly, ifX is joincompact, then so isX ∗. Thus:

Each joincompact space isτ -locally compact andτ ∗-locally compact.
Each finite pairwiseT1 space is joincompact. For the compactness ofτS is immediate

from its finiteness, and ifx /∈ cl(y) then↑�τ (x)(= ⋂
x /∈cl(y) X \ cl(y)) and↑�τ∗ (y) =

↓�τ
(y) are open and∗-open sets, respectively, as finite intersections of such sets; the first

containsx and the secondy, and they are disjoint by transitivity of�τ .

Definition 1.1. The kb-coreflectionof a bitopological spaceX , is the spaceKB(X ) =
(X, k(X ), k∗(X )), whose open (respectively *-open) sets are those whose intersection with
eachS-compact subspace are open (respectively *-open).

The spaceX is ak-bispaceif KB(X ) =X .
X is k-T2 if X is aT2 k-bispace.
X is k-separatedif eachS -compact subspace isT2, and hence joincompact.

Of course now bopological k-spaces could be defined by the equivalence:(X, τ) is a
k-space if and only if(X, τ, τ ) is a k-bispace.

Any fact which holds for each bitopological space, holds for the dual of each. Also, since
X andX ∗ have the sameS -compact subspaces,k(X ∗) = k∗(X ). Thus anything shown for
arbitraryk(X ) holds for eachk∗(X ) as well. (Use of these and similar principles is called
an application of duality). Here are some useful basic facts about the kb-coreflection.

Lemma 1.2.

(a) For a bitopological space, the identity mapping fromKB(X ) to X is pairwise
continuous. Furthermore, the orders of specialization forτ and k(X ) (respectively,
τ ∗ andk∗(X )) agree. Thus ifX is pairwiseT1, then so isKB(X ).

(b) X is a k-bispace if and only if each set is open when its intersection with an arbitrary
S -compact subspace is relatively open, and each set is *-open when its intersection
with an arbitraryS -compact subspace is relatively *-open.

(c) KB(X ) is a k-bispace which has the same bitopological restriction to theS -compact
subspaces ofX as doesX . Further, X and KB(X ) have the sameS -compact
subspaces.

(d) Let f :X → Y ; thenf :KB(X ) → Y is pairwise continuous if and only if, for each
S-compact subspaceK of X , the restriction,f |K :X |K → Y is pairwise continuous.
In particular, if X is a k-bispace, thenf :X → Y is continuous if and only if
f |K :X |K → Y is pairwise continuous for eachS-compactK ⊆ X. Further, if
f :X → Y is pairwise continuous, then so isf :KB(X ) → KB(Y).

(e) If Y ⊆ X thenKB(X )|Y ⊆ KB(X |Y ), and the two are equal ifY is kS(X )-closed. In
particular, S -closed subspaces of k-bispaces are k-bispaces.

(f) For any indexed collection of bitopological spaces,KB(
∏

I KB(Xi )) = KB(
∏

I Xi ),
the product in the category ofKB-spaces.

Proof. (a) Certainly,τ ⊆ k(X ), since if T ∈ τ then T ∩ K ∈ τ |K for eachK ⊆ X,
thus for eachS -compact suchK. This applies dually toτ ∗, so the first assertion holds.
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It immediately follows thatKB(X ) is T0, and thaty �k(X ) x implies y �τ x. Suppose
thaty /∈ clk(X ){x}. Then there existsU ∈ k(X ) such thaty ∈ U , but x /∈ U . By definition
of k(X ), the setU meets the finite, soS-compact, subspace{x, y} in a set which is
relatively open in this subspace. Thus there existsV ∈ τ such thatV ∩ {x, y} = {y}. Hence
y /∈ clτ {x}. We conclude that�τ ⊆�k(X ) and thus�τ =�k(X ). Using duality, we have
�k(X ) =�τ =�τ∗ =�k(X ∗) =�k∗(X ) soKB(X ) is pairwiseT1.

(b) If X is a k-bispace, andT ∩ K is relatively open for eachS-compactK, then
T ∈ k(X ) = τ , soT is open. Conversely, if our condition holds andT ∈ k(X ), thenT ∩ K

is relatively open for eachS-compactK, thusT is open, soT ∈ τ ; this showsk(X ) ⊆ τ .
Equality follows from (a), and dually,k∗(X ) = k(X ∗) = τ ∗.

(c) If T ∈ k(X )|K then for someU ∈ k(X ), T = U ∩ K. But if K is S -compact, then
for someV ∈ τ , U ∩K = V ∩K. ThusT = V ∩K ∈ τ |K. This showsk(X )|K ⊆ τ |K, so
the two are equal sinceτ ⊆ k(X ) by (a), showing thatKB(X ) has the same bitopological
restriction to eachS-compact subspace ofX as doesX . It follows that eachS -compact
subspace ofX is S -compact inKB(X ), and the converse holds, since ifK is compact
in k(X ) ∨ k∗(X ), it is compact in the weakerτS . Thus if T ∈ k(k(X )) then for each
S-compactK ⊆ X, T ∩ K ∈ k(X )|K = τ |K, soT ∈ k(X ). This and its dual assert that
KB(KB(X )) = KB(X ), soKB(X ) is a k-bispace.

(d) For the first assertion,f :KB(X ) → Y is pairwise continuous if and only if,
for each S-compact subspaceK of X , and each open (respectively,∗-open) V ⊆ Y ,
f −1[V ] ∩ K = (f |K)−1[V ] is relatively open (respectively,∗-open) in K, i.e., the
restrictionf |K :X |K → Y is pairwise continuous. The second assertion is simply the
special case of the first in whichKB(X ) = X.

Finally, if K ⊆ X is S-compact, thenf [K] is S-compact inY , sof |K :X |K → Y is
pairwise continuous, thus so isf |K :X |K → KB(Y)|f [K](= Y|f [K] by (c)). By the last
paragraph and arbitrary nature ofK, f :KB(X ) → KB(Y) is pairwise continuous.

(e) LetA ⊆ Y ⊆ X. ThenA is closed inKB(X )|Y iff:
(∗) for someB, B ∩K is closed inK for eachS -compact subspaceK of X andA = B ∩Y ;
while A is closed inKB(X |Y ) iff:
(∗∗) A ∩ L is closed inL for eachS -compact subspaceL of X |Y .

Note thatL ⊆ Y is anS -compact subspace ofX |Y if and only if L is S -compact inX .
Thus if (∗) holds then for eachS -compact subspaceL of X |Y , A∩L = (B∩Y )∩L = B∩L

is closed, showing (∗∗). ThusKB(X )|Y ⊆ KB(X |Y ).
Further, ifY is kS(X ) closed andK is kS(X )-compact, thenK ∩ Y is kS(X )-closed

in K, so is akS(X )-compact subspace ofX |Y . Thus if (∗∗) holds then we have (∗) with
B = A; this shows the reverse inequality, soKB(X )|Y = KB(X |Y ).

(f) For products, notice first that at each coordinatej , the projection (composed with
the identity) is pairwise continuous from

∏
I KB(Xi ) to Xj , so the identity map from∏

I KB(Xi ) to
∏

I Xi must be pairwise continuous as well. Therefore by (d), the identity
is also pairwise continuous fromKB(

∏
I KB(Xi )) to KB(KB(

∏
I Xi )) = KB(

∏
I Xi ).

To complete the proof, note that theidentity is pairwise continuous fromKB(
∏

I Xi )

to
∏

I KB(Xi ), since for each coordinatej , each projectionπj is pairwise continuous
from KB(

∏
I (Xi )) to KB(Xj ) by (d). Then (again by (d)) the identity is continuous from

KB(KB(
∏

I Xi )) = KB(
∏

I Xi ) to KB(
∏

I KB(Xi )). �
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In fact, Lemma 1.2(a) and (d) show that the identity id :KB(X ) → X is the k-bispace
coreflection ofX . Here are some basic facts about weak separation and the kb-coreflection:

Lemma 1.3.

(a) For pairwiseT1 bitopological spaces, pH⇐⇒ T2 ⇒ k-separated.
(b) SupposeX is k-separated. IfM ⊆ X is S-compact, then↓M is closed ink(X ) andM

is closed inkS(X ) = k(X ) ∨ k∗(X ).

Proof. (a) The first assertion is the definition ofT2, while the second comes from the fact
that if X is T2 then so are all its subspaces, showing k-separation.

(b) Let M be anS -compact subspace ofX . For eachS -compact subspaceK of X ,
M ∪ K is S-compact, so joincompact. SinceM is S -compact,↓M ∩ (M ∪ K) is closed in
the pairwise pH subspaceM ∪K of X , andM is closed in the Hausdorff subspaceM ∪ K

of (X, τS). Then(↓M)∩K is closed in(M ∪K)∩K = K, an arbitraryS -compact subset,
so↓M is closed ink(X ); alsoM ∩ K is S -closed there, soM is S -closed. �

The assumption of k-separation is essential in Lemma 1.3(b). For letY = (ω, cf, cf ),
cf , the cofinite topology. ThenY is not k-separated; further, all subsets areS -compact
and saturated, soKB(Y) = Y . But infinite subsets are not closed norS -closed, so the
conclusions of Lemma 1.3(b) fail for this space.

Below, we consider the categoryB of pairwiseT1 bitopological spaces and pairwise
continuous maps, and its full subcategories sepB of k-separated spaces,T2B of pairwiseT2

bitopological spaces, and k-T2B of T2 k-bispaces. Certainly any subspace of a pairwiseT1

space is pairwiseT1. That any product of pairwiseT1 spaces is pairwiseT1 follows directly
from the fact that theT0-property is productive and the specialization on the product is the
product of the specialization orders of the factors. ThusB contains products and equalizers,
and so it is a complete category; exactly the same argument works forT2B.

For sepB, note that pairwise continuous maps must beS-continuous, so equalizers
on pairwiseT2 spaces areS -closed subspaces. Thus for sepB, equalizers are subspaces
whose intersection withS-compact subspaces areS -closed; such subspaces are in sepB
by Lemma 1.2(e). Suppose now that the factorsXj , j ∈ J , are k-separated. Then for
eachS -compact subspaceK of X , πj [K] is S -compact in thej th factorXj (since the
symmetrization topology of the product is the product of the symmetrization topologies).
SinceXj is k-separated,πj [K] is pH, and hence

∏
πj [K] is a pH-space containingK.

ThusK is pH; we conclude that the product
∏

Xj is k-separated. Thus sepB is also a
complete category. The completeness of k-T2B was shown in Lemma 1.2(e) and (f), and
the comment that equalizers areS -closed subspaces.

LetX andY be bitopological spaces, and letYX denote the function space of pairwise
continuous maps, together with theS -compact open topologydefined analogously to the
usual compact open topology: a subbasic open set is one of the formN(C,V ) := {f ∈
YX: f [C] ⊆ V }, whereC is anS -compact subset ofX andV ∈ τY (respectivelyV ∈ τ ∗

Y ).
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Proposition 1.4. The categoriesB, sepB, T2B, and k-T2B are complete categories. Let
X ∈ B, and letY ∈ B (respectively,Y ∈ sepB, Y ∈ T2B); thenYX ∈ B (respectively,
YX ∈ sepB, YX ∈ T2B).

Proof. We have already verified completeness in the preceding comments.
SupposeY is in one of the above categories, andX is the underlying set ofX . Then

the bitopological product space
∏

X Y (of all functions fromX to Y ) is in that category,
and contains (as a subset) the set of pairwise continuous functionsYX . The product
topology is the point-open topology, which is weaker than our modified compact-open
topology since all finite sets areS -compact. IfK is anS -compact subset ofYX , then it is
S-compact as a subspace of

∏
X Y and hence pH as a subspace of

∏
X Y . Letf,g ∈ YX and

suppose thatf � g in the order of specialization of
∏

X Y . This means thatf (x) �τY g(x)

for eachx ∈ X. Let N(K,V ) be a subbasic open set ofτYX containingf , i.e., K is
S-compact inX , V ∈ τY , andf [K] ⊆ V . SinceV is open, it is a saturated set, thus
f (x) �τY g(x) for eachx ∈ K implies g[K] ⊆ V , i.e., g ∈ N(K,V ). It follows that
each open set inYX is a saturated set inτ�XY restricted toYX . The S -compact open
topology is finer than the product topology, and it follows that the specialization orders of
these two topologies agree (this is always true if one topology is finer than another and
any open set in the finer is saturated with respect to the courser). This holds for(YX )∗
as well; since the specializations of the two are unchanged, this space is pairwiseT1.
Further, if two topologies are enlarged on a pH bitopological space but their specializations
are unchanged, the resulting space is pH. By these last comments,Y ∈ B ⇒ YX ∈ B,
Y ∈ sepB ⇒ YX ∈ sepB, andY ∈ T2B ⇒ YX ∈ T2B. �
Proposition 1.5. If X is k-separated then the evaluation mapev :KB(YX × X ) → Y is
pairwise continuous.

Proof. By Lemma 1.2(d), it will do to showev :L → Y is pairwise continuous for each
S -compact subspaceL of YX ×X . ThenL ⊆ YX ×πX [L]. ButπX [L] ⊆ X is S -compact,
so it is joincompact ifX is k-separated. But thenπX [L] is locally compact, and thus it is
well-known thatev|YX × πX [L] is continuous, and dually, it is *-continuous as well.�
Lemma 1.6.

(a) Let X be a k-separated k-bispace and letY be k-separated. ThenKB(YX ) =
KB(KB(Y)X ) as bitopological spaces.

(b) Let X ,Y,Z be k-separated spaces. Then a mapF :KB(X × Z) → Y is pairwise
continuous if and only if the induced map

F̂ :KB(Z) → YX

is pairwise continuous, wherêF is defined by the rule(
F̂ (z)

)
(x) = F(x, z).

Proof. (a) It follows from Lemma 1.2(d) that the function spacesYX and (KB(Y))X

contain the same set of functions. Each topology ofKB(Y) is finer than the corresponding
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topology of Y , so the identity map from(KB(Y))X to YX is pairwise continuous,
and thus it follows from Lemma 1.2(d) and Proposition 1.5 that the identity map from
KB(KB(Y)X ) to KB(YX ) is continuous.

Conversely letC be anS-compact subset ofYX and letg ∈ C. Suppose thatN(K,U)

is a τ -subbasic open set containingg in KB(Y)X , whereU is τ -open inKB(Y) andK

is S-compact inX . By Proposition 1.5 the evaluation map fromKB(YX × X ) → Y is
pairwise continuous and hence so its restriction toC × K. Thus its image isS -compact
in Y , so U intersected with the image is relativelyτY -open. By standard compactness
arguments, there is a relativelyτ -open subsetW aroundg in C such that the evaluation map
carriesW × K into the intersection ofU and the image ofC × K, soW ⊂ N(K,U) ∩ C.
Hence the identity mapping fromYX to KB(Y)X is continuous when restricted to each
S -compact subset ofYX . By Lemma 1.2(d) the identity map fromKB(YX ) to KB(Y)X

is continuous. That it is also continuous fromKB(YX ) to KB(KB(Y)X ) then follows
from (c) and (d) of Lemma 1.2. Dually,∗-continuity holds.

(b) By Lemma 1.2(f), the bitopological spacesKB(X × KB(Z)) and KB(X × Z)

agree. IfF̂ is pairwise continuous, then so isF , since it is the composite

KB(X ×Z)
≈−→ KB

(
X × KB(Z)

) iX×F̂−→ KB
(
X × YX ) ev−→ Y,

where the second map is pairwise continuous by Lemma 1.2(d) and the third is pairwise
continuous by Proposition 1.5.

Conversely, ifF :KB(X × Z) → Y is continuous, we now prove that̂F :KB(Z) →
YX is continuous. LetK be anS-compact subset ofZ, let z0 ∈ K, and let F̂ (z0) ∈
N(C,V ), whereC is S -compact andV is τY -open. ThenF(x, z0) ∈ V for all x ∈ C, that
is, F(C × {z0}) ⊆ V . Now F restricted toC × K is pairwise continuous, and a standard
compactness argument then implies that there exists a setU which is relativelyτZ -open
in K such thatF(C × U) ⊆ V , i.e., F̂ (U) ⊆ V . It follows that F̂ restricted toK is τ -
continuous and duallyτ ∗-continuous. By Proposition 1.5,̂F is pairwise continuous. �
Theorem 1.7. LetX ,Y,Z be k-separated k-bispaces. Then the currying mapping

F �→ F̂ :YKB(X×Z) → (
YX )Z

sendingF :KB(X ×Z) → Y to F̂ :Z → YX defined by the rule(F̂ (z))(x) = F(x, z) is
a pairwise homeomorphism.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.6(b) that the mappingF �→ F̂ is a bijection (since
KB(Z) = Z by hypothesis). Let̂F belong to the subbasic open setN(K1,N(K2,V )),
whereK1 is anS-compact subset ofZ, K2 is anS-compact subset ofX, andV is τY -open.
It follows that F(K2 × K1) ⊆ V , and hence thatN(K2 × K1,V ) is a subbasic open set
aroundF in YKB(X×Z) which is carried intoN(K1,N(K2,V )).

Conversely suppose thatK is an S -compact subset ofKB(X × Z) (and hence of
X ×Z) andN(K,W) is a subbasic open set containingF , whereW is τY -open. Then the
projectionsK1 andK2 of K into Z andX , respectively, areS -compact, andF restricted
to K2 × K1 is pairwise continuous. For each(x, z) ∈ K, there existsU(x,z) containing
x which is relativelyτX -open inK2 andV(x,z) containingz which is relativelyτZ -open
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in K1 such thatF(U(x,z) × V(x,z)) ⊆ W . For each(x, z) ∈ K, pick anS -compact subset
C(x,z) ×D(x,z) ⊆ U(x,z) ×V(x,z) containing(x, z) in its τS

X×Y -interior relative toK2 ×K1.
Then finitely many coverK, sayCi × Di for i = 1, . . . , n. ThenF(Ci × Di) ⊆ W for
eachi, i.e., F̂ ∈ ⋂n

i=1 N(Di,N(Ci,W)). It now follows easily that ifĜ also belongs
to this intersection, then̂G ∈ N(K,W). Of course the result holds dually for theτ ∗-
topologies. �
Theorem 1.8. The category k-T2B is Cartesian closed.

Proof. It was shown to be complete in Proposition 1.4, and closed under the construction
of spaces of pairwise continuous maps in Lemma 1.6(a).

We know from Theorem 1.7 that for any k-separated k-bispaces, the currying map
from YKB(X×Z) to (YX )Z is a pairwise homeomorphism, so by Lemma 1.2(d) it is also
one fromKB(YKB(X×Z)) to KB((YX )Z). By Lemma 1.6(a) the latter is the same as
KB(KB(YX )Z), completing the proof. �

2. Ordered k-spaces

In his classic monograph [9], Nachbin studied topologies with orders. In this section
we find a topology-and-order characterization of the category of pairwiseT2 k-bispaces
and pairwise continuous maps introduced above. The resulting category of spaces with
topology and order and continuous, order-preserving maps will then be Cartesian closed.

Definition 2.1. A topology and order triple(tot) X = (X,υ,�), is a topological space
(X,υ) with a partial order� on X. For a tot,υ� = {T ∈ υ | x ∈ T &x � y ⇒ y ∈ T } is
called thetopology of upperυ-open sets, υ� = {T ∈ υ | x ∈ T &x � y ⇒ y ∈ T } is called
thetopology of lowerυ-open sets, andBi(X) = (X,υ�, υ�) is itsassociated bitopological
space.

A tot (X,υ,�), is order T2 if � is closed in(X,υ)2 andsemiclosedif for eachx ∈ X,
↑x and↓x are closed sets. It isstronglyT2 if � is closed in(X,υ�) × (X,υ�). (The first
two of these terms are from [9]; McCartan originated the term stronglyT2 in [8].)

A tot X is anordered k-spaceif for eachT ⊆ X, T is open if and only if, for each
υ� ∨ υ�-compactK ⊆ X, T ∩ K is relativelyυ� ∨ υ�-open. The category of strongly
T2 ordered k-spaces and continuous, order preserving maps, is denoted k-T2O.

Ordered k-spaces are equivalently those totsX, for which (X,υ) is a k-space and each
υ� ∨ υ�-compact subspace isυ-compact. To see this, note that surely, eachυ-compact
subspace isυ� ∨υ�-compact, so the two notions of compactness are equivalent in spaces
with the latter property, and these are therefore ordered k-spaces. Conversely, ifX is an
ordered k-space andK is anυ� ∨υ�-compact subspace, note thatK is υ-compact. For if
K ⊆ ⋃

Γ, Γ ⊆ υ, thenK ⊆ ⋃{T ∩K | T ∈ Γ }, and each suchT ∩K = UT ∩K for some
UT ∈ υ� ∨ υ�, so by theυ� ∨ υ�-compactness ofK, there is a finite setG of thoseT

such thatK ⊆ ⋃{UT ∩ K | T ∈ G} ⊆ ⋃
G. ThatX is an ordered k-space if(X,υ) is aT2

k-space then follows from the equivalence of the two notions of compactness.
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We need the following simple properties of topological ordered triples:

Lemma 2.2.

(a) A tot X is semiclosed if and only if�=�υ� and �=�υ� . In this case, Bi(X) is
pairwiseT1.

(b) StronglyT2 ⇒ orderT2 ⇒ semiclosed.
(c) A bitopological space,(X, τ, τ ∗), is pH if and only if�τ is closed inτ × τ ∗. Thus ifX

is a semiclosed tot, thenX is stronglyT2 if and only if Bi(X) is pairwiseT2.

Proof. (a) Surely if X is semiclosed then each↓x is υ�-closed, and necessarily the
smallest such set containingx, so clυ�{x} = ↓x; similarly, ↑x = clυ�{x}. The converse
is clear, and since� is a partial order,Bi(X) is pairwiseT1 in this situation.

(b) The first implication is the observation that if� is closed inυ� × υ� then it is
closed in the strongerυ2. For the second, note that if� is closed in(X,υ)2 then� is
closed in[(X,υ)2]−1 = (X,υ)2, so equality, that is� ∩ �, is closed in(X,υ)2, whence
(X,υ) is T2. Then, lettingπn andin denote thenth coordinate projection and injection, for
eachx, ↓x × {x} = π−1

2 [{x}]∩ �, thus↓x = i−1
1 [↓x × {x}], is closed by the continuity of

these maps, and↑x is closed dually; thatX is semiclosed now results from (a).
(c) If �τ is closed inτ × τ ∗, x, y ∈ X andx �τ y, then since(x, y) ∈ X2\ �τ , an open

set in the product, there areT ∈ τ , U ∈ τ ∗ with x ∈ T , y ∈ U such that[T × U ]∩ �τ= ∅.
But this implies that ift ∈ T , u ∈ U , thent �τ u, whencet �= u; in other words,T ∩U = ∅,
so the space is pH. For the converse, note that if(X, τ, τ ∗), is pH andx �τ y, then there
are disjointT ∈ τ , U ∈ τ ∗, with x ∈ T , y ∈ U . But then[T × U ]∩ �τ= ∅, since ift ∈ T ,
t �τ u, thenu ∈ T sou /∈ U . SoX × X\ �τ is open in(X, τ) × (X, τ ∗), so�τ is closed
there.

If X is semiclosed, then�=�υ� and �=�υ� . Thus by the assertion just proved,
Bi(X) is pairwise pH (and since� is a partial order, pairwiseT2) if and only if,� is closed
in υ� × υ� (thus� is closed inυ� × υ�), that is, if and only ifX is stronglyT2. �

We also use a key result from the classic Nachbin [9, Theorem 4, p. 46], which states:
Suppose(K,υ) is compact and� is a partial order closed inK × K. If C,D ⊆ K are
closed and↑C ∩↓D = ∅, then for someT ∈ υ�, U ∈ υ�, C ⊆ T , D ⊆ U , andT ∩U = ∅.
As a result, in this situation, ifx � y then↑x,↓y are disjoint, the first closed inυ�, the
second inυ�, so by the Nachbin result, there are disjointT ∈ υ�, U ∈ υ� such that
x ∈ ↑x ⊆ T , y ∈ ↓y ⊆ U , so(K,υ�, υ�) is pH; that it is pairwiseT2 results from the fact
that the specializations are partial orders and inverse to each other.

Also, as a result, ifX is compact and� is a closed partial order, thenυ = υ� ∨ υ�:
certainly it suffices to showυ ⊆ υ� ∨ υ�, but if x ∈ V ∈ υ, then for eachy ∈ V , either
x � y, in which case by the previous paragraph there are disjointTy ∈ υ�, Uy ∈ υ� with
x ∈ Ty , y ∈ Uy , or similarly there are disjointTy ∈ υ�, Uy ∈ υ� with x ∈ Ty , y ∈ Uy .
ThusX \V ⊆ ⋃

y∈X\V Uy , so for some finiteF ⊆ X \T , X \V ⊆ ⋃
y∈F Uy . But thenT =⋂

y∈F Ty is a finite intersection of elements ofυ� ∪ υ� andx ∈ T ⊆ X \ ⋃
y∈F Uy ⊆ V .

Of course, sinceυ�, υ� are both closed under finite intersections, wheneverx ∈ V ∈ υ,
there areT ∈ υ�, W ∈ υ� such thatx ∈ T ∩ W ⊆ V .
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Theorem 2.3. The categories k-T2O and k-T2B are isomorphic via the associated
bitopology functor, Bi, defined in2.1on objects, and defined on maps by Bi(f ) = f .

Proof. First we discuss behavior ofBi on objects. If(X,υ,�) ∈ k − T2O we now show
that Bi(X) is a k-bispace: Suppose thatT ∈ k(υ�). ThenT ∩ K is in the restriction of
υ� ⊆ υ� ∨υ� to K for eachυ� ∨υ�-compact subspaceK, thus by definition of ordered
k-space,T ∈ υ; also in particular, wheneverx � y andx ∈ T , thenT ∩ {x, y} is in the
restriction ofυ� to {x, y}, soy ∈ T ; this shows thatT must be an upper set, thusT ∈ υ�.
This holds dually forυ�, soBi(X) is a k-bispace. If further,� is closed inυ� × υ�, then
Bi(X) is pairwiseT2 by Lemma 2.2(c).

To see thatBi is one–one, letX = (X,υ,�) andY = (Y, θ,�). If Bi(X) = Bi(Y) then
surelyX = Y andυ� = θ� so their specializations are equal, and these are� and �,
respectively, by Lemma 2.2(a) and (b), thus�=�. Also, υ� ∨ υ� = θ� ∨ θ�, so these
two topologies have the same compact subspaces, and the same restrictions to them, and so
T ∈ υ ⇐⇒ T |K ∈ (υ� ∨υ�)|K for eachυ� ∨υ�-compactK ⇐⇒ T |K ∈ (θ� ∨ θ�)|K
for eachθ� ∨ θ�-compactK ⇐⇒ T ∈ θ . By all of this paragraph, we haveX = Y.

Finally, we show thatBi is onto. If (X, τ, τ ∗) is a pairwiseT2 k-bispace, letX =
(X, k(τ ∨ τ ∗),�τ ). Then by definition,(X, k(τ ∨ τ ∗)) is a k-space; also�τ is closed
in τ × τ ∗. By Lemma 1.2(c), applied to(X, τ ∨ τ ∗, τ ∨ τ ∗), k(τ ∨ τ ∗) andτ ∨ τ ∗ have
the same compact subspaces and the same restrictions to them; ifK is any one of these,
((τ ∨ τ ∗)|K)�τ = τ |K since by [6, 3.1], the closed sets ofτ |K are the�τ -lower τ ∨ τ ∗-
compact (=τ ∨ τ ∗-closed) sets. Similarly,((τ ∨ τ ∗)|K)�τ = τ ∗|K, showing since this is a
k-bispace thatk(τ ∨ τ ∗)�τ = τ andk(τ ∨ τ ∗)�τ = τ ∗; therefore,X is an ordered k-space
and(X, τ, τ ∗) = Bi(X).

For maps, letX,Y be as above, and letf : X → Y; note that if U ∈ θ� then by
continuity and order-preservation,f −1[U ] ∈ υ�; since the same holds for�,�, we have
f = Bi(f ) : Bi(X) → Bi(Y); now clearlyBi is a functor.

CertainlyBi is faithful (one–one from the mapsX → Y to Bi(X) → Bi(Y) for each
X,Y). It is also full (onto between these sets of maps), since ifg : Bi(X) → Bi(Y) theng

is specialization-preserving between�υ� and�θ� , and these are� and�, respectively,
by Lemma 2.2(a) and (b), sog is order-preserving. Sinceg is continuous fromυ� to θ�
and fromυ� to θ�, it is continuous with respect to the joins:υ� ∨ υ� to θ� ∨ θ�.
Thusg is S -continuous on allS-compact subspaces ofBi(X), and therefore on all compact
subsets ofX. Since(X,υ) is a k-space,g is continuous fromυ to θ . Thereforeg : X → Y,
completing our proof. �

Thus, though the theories of ordered topological spaces and of bitopological spaces
differ, those of Hausdorff ordered k-spacesand Hausdorff k-bispaces are identical.
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